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inSpecting tHe delivery 
HoSe and aSSemBly

Inspecting the delivery hose and its assembly requires 
examining the full length of the hose and its connections and 
fittings. The hose must be pulled away from the hose reel and 
examined to determine if any of the hose rejection criteria are 
present. A unique delivery hose assembly identification number 
should be verified during the inspection.

follow the steps below when completing the monthly 
examination of the delivery hose and its assembly:

Lay the hose out as straight as possible to avoid kinking.1. 

Check for cuts, abrasions, soft spots, blisters, loose outer 2. 
covers, and bulges. Small cuts and nicks in the outer 
cover rarely require hose replacement unless the rubber 
is loose or the reinforcement is exposed.

Examine the fitting, plus 18" back from the fitting, by 3. 
pressing the hose with your thumb to detect any soft 
spots or bulges. If they exist, notify your supervisor.

Inspect each coupling for slippage. Suspect slippage 4. 
if the coupling is misaligned on the hose or if the hose 
is scored or exposed. Examine any coupling bolts and 
remove the hose from service if any bolts are loose, 
missing, or severely corroded. See your company policy 
for specific guidelines.

➜ Pricking the hose cover during the manufacturing 
process is very common and considered good practice. 
Therefore, if you see uniform pricking in the hose cover 
during your inspection, don’t consider it as rejection 
criteria.

learning activity: meter creep test

layout the delivery hose and inspect for damage.

inspect each coupling for slippage.

learning activity
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documenting tHe montHly inSpection

The inspector is required to document the results of the 
monthly inspection and provide a copy of the inspection form 
for the company’s vehicle maintenance files. In this case, a 
properly trained employee can be considered an inspector.

Address any defects noted according to your company policy.




